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About This Game

In 199X, you control Clara. That's the problem.

The doctors say she's delusional, but you both know that can't be true. The two of you need to explore Delilah, the town where
Clara lives. You need to navigate her messy, personal relationships. Most of all, you need to find a cure. And beat the game.

199X is a 2-3 hour narrative adventure, split into seven playable days. It is written by Evan Tognotti, and features a full-length
original soundtrack from acoustic weirdo Kearney.

Play 199X. Help you help herself.

---

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

"199X advertises itself as a 'game without mechanics,' which is probably because it is another crappy Steam Greenlight game
made in RPG Maker. It is a 'lightly interactive' game (aka players basically press the arrow keys) and features a whooping one
protagonist. Again, this is because this is a horrible excuse for a 'game' made using a horrible excuse for a 'game engine.' Not
only that, but the developer of this game has the utter gall to charge for this couple hour 'interactive experience.' Although is

(sic) is only $2 US, it is still disgusting people are being charged for this crap." - Lusipurr.com
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"There is also quite a bit of social justice in this game which makes parts feel a little bit like a (sic) 'educational game' or
propaganda... don't expect any male characters to have any depth or role in the plot, it's all about the ladies and the male

characters are there for window dressing." - A Steam reviewer
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Another decent grab from the bargain bin. I bit hard to play, but there is a game here. I almost got to the end. The environment
looks nice, and the graphics are ok. It would have been nice if they slowed the fall. That trick would have been a nice effect and
would have added to the production values. At present, when you invariably fall off, you fall for like 2 seconds and make a little
weak splat. More blood, please. Free Idea: Add code to randomly grab images from imgur and make them your life 'flashing
before your eyes' as you fall to your death. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PWR516jdqeQ. I quite like this game tbh very
fun tune :). I've had fun playing this game for over 15 years, and it continues to be fun. I enjoy playing the solo games, but I like
"screwing" my friends over and forcing them to attempt to answer quetions they don't know the answers to. Jack Attack is
probably the thing I'm best at, both with knowledge and with fast fingers!. The worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I
have ever played
the fact they are charging \u00a312 for this makes me want to commit suicide *Squad*. It's like a 3D version of Progress Quest
in some ways, though there is no offline progression. That's fine with me, since I run the game while I'm doing other things
around the house and check in from time to time. It looks like the game hasn't been updated in some time, which is sad, but for
the price, I feel good about my purchase. I wish there were more games like this for those of us that can't spend time playing
games because of a busy lifestyle, and like me, who has DJD in my thumbs and am physically unable to use a mouse or gamepad
for any length of time. The game is not for everyone, but I love it and looking forward to today's update!!! There's so much
potential for people like me!!. LOL how to change the costtume ?
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Do get the original Skyworld game. I loved that game! From art style to varied gameplay and the war room design.

This Kingdowm Brawl is a stripped down version without the turn based gameplay that I loved as a Civilization fan. They
focused on the deck building part and made it the typical chore. I dislike this grind\/pay to win game design just to inflate player
engagement. No strategy to manage resources, just grinding and frustrating waste of time until maybe one day you unlocked it
all so you can make a fair strategy. Also it was so nice when resources weren't filled with zeros after them coins just to make
small payoffs seem rewarding.

Even if they iterated on Skyworld to make it more grindy, I say it turned out a game a lot shallower than the original. I can
appreciate fast loading and upfront menus. But the tabletop got boring alternating only between menu and battlefield.

To top it all, this one seems to have always online design. After 2 games against AI, I couldn't press any buttons probably due to
connection issues as Brawl was stuck with Cancel and wouldn't be pressed anyway. And I remind you that all I wanted was to
play alone against AI.
With VR struggling to maintain players active, I have to wonder how long the server will be sustainable.

So yeah, go ahead and get Skyworld 1. It will be one of your best VR experiences. But don't bother with Skywrold Kingdom
Brawl unless you are a social player and don't mind getting your buttons pushed. I really dislike when the game tries to play me..
I love it, this is how Montezuma should be, not like number 4.. A lovely twist on the traditional co-op platformer. While it has a
single player mode, I wouldn't recommend it, co-op is where this game shines. While enjoyable, there are a few niggling
problems that keep the game from being perfect. The controls are, at times, sluggish. This makes some of the more precise
puzzles a bit challenging to complete and can cause them to feel tedious at times.
Overall a great game with a few kinks that one hopes can be worked out in future updates. 3.5\/5. AWESOME GAME!!!
NASCAR Heat Evolution in the next sale...go for the sales, they are a true bargain!. This game needs more content, perhaps like
a missions mode or something. Good concept, poorly executed.
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